CATHOLIC IDENTITY
Inspiring Christ Centered leaders
Provide opportunity for personal faith development.
Develop a whole school involvement in sustainability program with the principles of Laudato Si.
Deliver meaningful Christian service opportunities with a structured approach to outreach and support.
Involve students and staff in community service programs.

Measure of Actions
All staff complete at least 6 hours faith formation PD per year.
Increased number of staff participating in personal faith development.
Increase of service opportunities offered and observed and an increased take up by students and staff.

COMMUNITY
A Catholic Pastoral Community
Deliver and implement the CEWA well-being framework to safety, wellbeing and mental health of students and staff across the school.
Provide more opportunities for the inclusivity and awareness of multiculturalism and diverse religions across the school.

Measure of Actions
A strong and authentic positive culture of student and staff wellbeing that is strategically led by the school wellbeing team.
Annual multicultural celebrations such as harmony day and cultural incursions.

EDUCATION
A Catholic School of Excellence
Ensure targeted and structured differentiation, intervention, enrichment and extension is in place to cater for the diverse academic needs of all students.
Continue to develop and embed Cultural learning of our local Wadandi people within staff and student learning.
Increase in opportunities for Visual Arts experiences across the school.
Deeper implementation of the OLC Vision for Learning, with staff professional development strategically aligned to the Vision.

Measure of Actions
Evidence that systematic and effective use of data is used throughout the school to identify the diverse academic abilities of students.
All classes continue to embrace the scope and sequence of our OLC Aboriginal Education Plan.
Increase student opportunities and access to visual arts incursions and activities.
Strategically utilise PLC sessions as time for staff support and learning of the elements of the OLC Vision for learning.

STEWARDSHIP
An accessible, affordable and sustainable school
Improved sustainability practices by all students and staff members.
Strategic budgeting for Capital works.
Develop creative, collaborative and contemporary spaces that support teaching and learning.

Measure of Actions
Each class to follow through on three sustainable actions - recycling, energy and food-waste.
Marketing team to continue strategic planning to ensure strong enrollment numbers.
Completion of the nature playground and outdoor cultural classroom.